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Abstract—This paper describes a pipelined analog-to-digital
converter that resolves 4 b in its first stage and amplifies the
residue by a factor of 2, thereby relaxing the opamp linearity,
voltage swing, and gain requirements. Calibration in the digital
domain removes the effect of capacitor mismatches and corrects
for the gain error. Using a one-stage opamp with a gain of 10
and realized in 65-nm CMOS technology, the ADC digitizes a
490-MHz input with a signal-to-(noise+distortion) ratio of 52.4
dB, achieving a figure of merit of 97 fJ/conversion-step.

Index Terms—Analog-to-digital converter (ADC), pipelined
ADC, multibit capacitor mismatch calibration, gain error calibra-
tion, low-gain opamp, low power.

I. INTRODUCTION

C IRCUIT and architecture innovations continue to im-
prove the performance of pipelined analog-to-digital

converters (ADCs) across a wide range of speeds and resolu-
tions. This unabated trend is partially owed to the increasing
“raw” speed of MOS devices, with their deteriorating analog
properties corrected by novel techniques.
Among various pipeline imperfections, the opamp non-

linearity proves to be particularly problematic. Nonlinearity
calibration techniques have been studied extensively [1]–[5],
but they typically require multipliers operating at the full
rate and hence considerable power consumption in the digital
domain. Another issue that arises in foreground calibration of
nonlinearity is that the opamp open-loop gain must be high
enough to avoid significant error in the correction as the tem-
perature varies. It is therefore preferable to avoid nonlinearity
calibration.
This paper describes the design of a 10-b 1-GHz ADC that re-

quires no opamp nonlinearity correction [6]. The ADC incorpo-
rates a multibit front end and digitally calibrates capacitor mis-
matches and gain errors. Realized in 65-nm CMOS technology,
the prototype improves the figure-of-merit (FOM) by about a
factor of two with respect to the state of the art.
Section II describes the ADC architecture and various de-

sign tradeoffs. Section III presents the calibration algorithm.
Section IV deals with the critical building blocks, and Section V
summarizes the experimental results.
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Fig. 1. ADC architecture.

II. ADC ARCHITECTURE

The design of the opamp used in the first multiplying dig-
ital-to-analog converter (MDAC) is greatly relaxed if the first
sub-ADC resolves several bits. Traditionally, the residue gain of
the MDAC is chosen to be equal to , where denotes the
sub-ADC resolution, so that the next stage in the pipeline op-
erates with the same full-scale range. While avoiding reference
scaling and hence additional resistor dividers, this approach still
requires the opamp to accommodate a maximum output swing
equal to half of the ADC input range. Consequently, the opamp
linearity and settling speed must meet stringent conditions.

A. Architecture Details

In this work, the first MDAC provides a nominal gain of 2 and
the first sub-ADC resolves 4 bits. Since theMDAC output swing
is confined to approximately mV , the opamp can be re-
alized as a single stage, offering a more favorable speed-power
trade-off than that of a high-gain MDAC and outweighing the
power penalty due to the additional reference divider.
Fig. 1 shows the ADC architecture. A 4-b SHA-less front-end

is followed by seven 1.5-b stages and one 2-b stage. In the first
stage, capacitor mismatches and the gain error are calibrated and
in stages 2–5, only the gain error. With bit of redundancy
and anMDAC gain of 2, the reference is scaled down by a factor
of 4 for the remaining stages [3]. The foreground calibration be-
gins from stage 5 and proceeds backwards so that the calibration
of stage can assume that the subsequent stages form
an “ideal back end.” The ADC is designed somewhat conserva-
tively in that the nine stages in fact provide a resolution of 11 b1.
The performance of the ADC is limited to 10 b by noise
and opamp noise.
The ADC employs circuit and power scaling in the pipeline:

the MDAC in stage 2 is scaled down by a factor of 2 and in stage
3 by another factor of 2. Stages 4–8 are identical and are scaled
down by 25% with respect to stage 3. With a gain of 2 in the first

1For the calibration to be 11-b accurate, an additional bit is required [4], [5],
[7], [8], hence the overall resolution of 12 b.
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stage, the noise of the second stage must be taken into account.
This noise lowers the SNR to 59 dB.

B. Resolution of First Sub-ADC

It is desirable to maximize the first sub-ADC’s resolution ,
but a number of factors must be considered. In addition to ob-
vious imperfections such as the input capacitance, power con-
sumption, and kickback noise, all of which rise with the res-
olution, we must also quantify certain error budgets that fall.
Let us assume 0.5 b of redundancy. First, since the front-end
does not contain an explicit sample-and-hold circuit, the timing
mismatch between the sub-ADC and the MDAC must re-
main well below 0.5 LSB of the former. For a maximum analog
input frequency of and a peak amplitude of , we must
choose such that the timing-mismatch-induced voltage error

is a fraction of 0.5 LSB

(1)

For example, if 500 MHz and 10 ps, then (1) gives
an upper bound of 5 b for . While ps appears rather
pessimistic, it should be borne in mind that a 5-b flash ADC
does stretch over several hundred microns, making it difficult
to minimize .2

The second error margin relates to the offset of the
sub-ADC comparators and its tradeoff with the input capaci-
tance. We optimistically assume that arises from only the
threshold mismatch of one differential pair:

(2)

where is in the range of 3 to 4 mV m for 65-nm tech-
nology. For a full-scale range of 1 V and , a of, say,
1 m yields a of about 1/6th of the LSB and a sub-ADC
input capacitance of 15 1 m (15 fF/ m ) 225 fF plus
about 50 fF of interconnect capacitance, all comfortable values.
For , on the other hand, a of 1 m severely tightens
the budget for other errors and presents an input capacitance
nearly equal to that of the MDAC. Offset cancellation can ame-
liorate these issues but was not adopted in this work.
Two other effects further limit the error budget as in-

creases. The input-referred noise of the comparators merits at-
tention, especially if the design employs small devices along
with offset cancellation. Also, as explained in Section III, the
capacitor mismatches in the DAC and theMDAC gain error pro-
duce some residue overrange, which must be accommodated by
the opamp.
The last issue that plays a role in the choice of relates to

the conversion time of the sub-ADC . As increases, so
does (for a given power consumption). Consequently, the
timing budget allocated to the settling of the MDAC decreases,
requiring a greater bias current in the opamp.
Based on the foregoing observations, a resolution of 4 b has

been selected for the first sub-ADC in this work. Fig. 2 con-
ceptually shows the first stage in single-ended form, where
denotes the opamp input capacitance. By virtue of bootstrapped

2With an acquisition time constant of 30 ps, the MDAC and sub-ADC band-
width mismatch negligibly affects the performance.

Fig. 2. 4-b MDAC architecture.

Fig. 3. Measured capacitor mismatch of 8 prototype chips.

switches, the front-end sampling speed is fast enough to re-
quire only 25% of the clock period, leaving the other 75% for
the sub-ADC conversion and the MDAC settling [4]. The ther-
mometer code generated by the sub-ADC switches the bottom
plates of - to 0 or , producing the amplified residue,

, at the MDAC output. Note that is chosen
equal to 480 fF, degrading the SNR from its ideal value of 62 dB
by about 1 dB due to noise.

III. CALIBRATION METHODOLOGY

While relaxing the design of the opamp, a multibit sub-ADC
distorts the residue characteristic through the DAC capacitor
mismatches. Since 30 fF in Fig. 2
are chosen according to noise limitations rather than
matching considerations and since and are several
hundred microns apart in the layout, some means of mismatch
calibration is necessary. Fig. 3 shows as an example the mea-
sured deviation and mean values of the first stage capacitors
of eight prototype chips, revealing a worst-case error of about
5.6%. (These values are computed from the digitized residue
measurements of the ADC prototype described in Section V).

A. Problem Statement

In order to develop an algorithm for the correction of capac-
itor mismatches, we first formulate their effect on the residue
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Fig. 4. (a) Ideal residue characteristic. (b) Residue characteristic with capacitor
mismatch. (c) ADC input–output characteristic.

characteristic. In the single-ended model of Fig. 2, we ideally
have , where denotes the height of
the thermometer code, thus obtaining the characteristic shown
in Fig. 4(a). With capacitor mismatches, on the other hand, we
write

(3)

where

(4)

(5)

Capacitance is ideally equal to in Fig. 2, but must
now include the mismatches, the effect of the finite gain of the
opamp, and the input capacitance of the opamp

(6)

We make the following observations.
1) The residue gain is the same in all the 16 regions

, but unequal to 2 due to the accumulation of ca-
pacitor mismatches in the numerator of (4) and other non-
idealities in the denominator.

2) The vertical shift , varies from one region to another
according to the capacitor mismatches [Fig. 4(b)].

Specifically, in the transition from region to region , the
residue exhibits a jump equal to

(7)

(8)

(For now, we assume the subsequent stages have infinite reso-
lution so that the digital jump is equal to the analog value ).
In the ideal case, and . Assuming now that

and , we obtain

(9)

concluding that the overall ADC input/output characteristic in-
curs an unwanted jump equal to , where the
factor of 2 accounts for the voltage gain of the first stage.3 For
this error to be less than, say, 0.25 LSB, we must have

(10)

Note that the error in each residue transition is given by the
mismatch between only one DAC capacitor and . This result
agrees with the equation provided by [7].
Equations (4)–(8) suggest that several errors must be cali-

brated: 1) the mismatches among the DAC capacitors, denoted
by above; 2) the mismatch between and each DAC
capacitor; and 3) the residue gain error due to the opamp gain
and input capacitance. As explained below, the first two in fact
collapse into one. Note that the residue overranges in Fig. 4(b)
(measured in practice to be 10 to 15 mV) must also be accom-
modated by the opamp.

B. Calibration Algorithm

Here, we describe a calibration algorithm for removing the
three errors identified above, beginning with the mismatches
among the DAC capacitors.
It is possible to deal with the capacitor mismatches in a

multibit pipelined stage by dynamic element matching [8].
However, at a sampling rate of 1 GHz, the three-level multi-
plexing required by this approach constrains the sub-ADC and
MDAC timing budget (a total of about 600 ps with nonover-
lapping clocks). In addition, [8] injects a pseudorandom analog
input to correct for gain error, lowering the overall dynamic
range of the ADC by 1 dB. In [9], a foreground capacitor
mismatch calibration technique for multibit two-step ADCs
has been described that measures the deviation of the ADC
input–output characteristic at major carry jumps for a bi-
nary-weighted DAC. It then adds or subtracts the deviations in
the digital domain. Due to the binary-weighting of the capaci-
tors, the deviation for one region of the residue characteristic is
the cumulative sum of those of the lower regions, thus leading
to digital truncation errors. In addition, since the technique is
not applicable to the MDAC gain error, the work in [9] relies
on high-gain opamps.

3For a closed-loop MDAC gain of , we have
and . The unwanted input-referred jump
is thus equal to and hence independent of .
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Fig. 5. Effect of ladder nonlinearity on calibration.

The principle behind the calibration algorithm proposed here
emerges from (7) and (8): if can be measured,
so can the value of . With known, in (4)
and in (5) can be reconstructed and hence the first stage input/
output characteristic is completely determined. It is interesting
to note that the capacitor mismatches themselves need not be
calculated.
The computation of proceeds as follows.

We observe that the residue in Fig. 4(b) reaches
as approaches (point A) and drops to
as slightly exceeds (point B). We can therefore digi-
tize these two residue values by means of the ADC back end
(stages 2–9) and form the difference in the digital domain. This
is accomplished by shorting the analog input to (produced
by the sub-ADC resistor ladder) and forcing to ZERO or ONE
the output of the corresponding sub-ADC comparator, thus ex-
ercising points A and B, respectively.
Two questions must now be answered. First, how do the

sub-ADC comparator offsets affect the above computation?
Since the analog input is directly set equal to and since the
comparator makes no decision of its own accord, the com-
parator offset is immaterial in this measurement. (Of course, as
explained in Section II, the comparator offset still affects the
error margin in the first stage). Second, since the voltages in
Fig. 4(b) are generated by means of a resistor ladder, how does
the linearity of the ladder affect the results? Interestingly, the
ladder linearity is also immaterial. As illustrated in Fig. 5, even
if deviates from its ideal value and moves to , the residue
difference between points and is the same as that between
and . (However, significant integral nonlinearity in the

ladder constrains the error budgets described in Section II).
The foregoing algorithm yields the values of

to . It is therefore possible to form the summations
in the digital domain (Section IV-C).

We must also compute in (4) so as to obtain the complete
first-stage characteristic. Equations (4) and (5) suggest that
and differ only by . We thus carry out one more
calculation: we swap and as shown in Fig. 6, equate

to , and force the corresponding comparator output to
ZERO or ONE. It follows that , which can
be realized in the digital domain (Section IV-C).
The foregoing computations of have assumed an in-

finite resolution for the back end. For to have an accu-
racy of bits, the estimation must proceed with a resolution of

bits [9]. Thus, stages 2–9 in fact provide one extra bit for
this purpose.

Fig. 6. 4-b MDAC architecture with and swapped.

C. Advantages of Proposed Algorithm

It is worth noting that the simple summations formed above
encapsulate not only the DAC capacitor mismatches but also
mismatches between each DAC capacitor and in Fig. 2
as well as the effect of the finite gain and input capacitance
of the opamp. That is, so long as the linear residue equation

applies, the first-stage nonidealities can
be readily corrected with no need for high-speed digital multi-
pliers.
Another advantage of knowing the value of is that it can

be adjusted and set close to the nominal value of 2 in the
analog domain (Section IV-B). This point stands in contrast
to conventional pipeline design, where the residue gain must
remain safely below 2 so as to avoid residue overrange, thus
suppressing the noise of the subsequent stages to a lesser extent
and requiring a larger number of stages in the pipeline. The
ability to bring the gain close to 2 is particularly attractive in
our work as the low open-loop gain of the opamp leads to more
than 10% of gain error.
We should also note two disadvantages of the approach in

[10] with respect to ours. First, the technique applies only to the
mismatch between the input and feedback capacitors in a 1-bit
stage. Second, it requires an MDAC gain of less than 2.
The split-ADCmethod in [11] operates in the background but

it imposes three constraints on the design.
1) It requires a dedicated front-end sample-and-hold amplifier
and may not lend itself to a SHA-less architecture.

2) To resolve 4 b in the first stage, it actually requires a 5-b
sub-ADC. As recognized by, e.g., [4] and [12], a SHA-less
front-end saves considerable power and noise.

3) It accumulates truncation errors from one residue region to
the next in a manner similar to the work in [9].

D. Back-End Calibration

With 4 b resolved in the first stage, the precision requirements
of the subsequent 1.5-b stages are greatly relaxed. Nonetheless,
capacitor mismatches and low opamp gain still demand gain
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Fig. 7. (a) 1.5-b stage nonflip-around MDAC and (b) its residue characteristic.

calibration in stages 2–5. Shown in Fig. 7(a), the 1.5-b topology
used in these stages satisfies the following residue equation:

(11)

where , and
, or .

In order to develop the back-end ADC calibration technique,
let us rewrite (11) to obtain in terms of the residue as

(12)

where is unknown and must be computed. We denote the
digital equivalent of by and recognize that
translates to in the digital domain. Since is in
fact the same as the digital output of the 1.5-b sub-ADC ,
we have

(13)

where is the digitized residue. Providing the desired dig-
ital value in terms of measurable quantities, this equation
simply means that the digital value corresponding to a given
analog input is equal to the sub-ADC digital output plus the
“input-referred” residue (because the residue is amplified by a
factor of before it is digitized).
We now invoke the calibration technique in [5] to remove

the gain error. As illustrated in Fig. 8, we apply three different
input levels to the stage under calibration: a small voltage
( 10 LSB), (with the comparator output forced
to ZERO), and (with the comparator output forced
to ONE). In each case, the sub-ADC and the remaining stages
produce outputs that can be combined according to (13) as

(14)

(15)

(16)

Fig. 8. Perturbation-based calibration for 1.5-b stage.

Note that because yields
the same sub-ADC output. The key point here is that the differ-
ence between and is equal to and hence

(17)

With known, the gain error can be corrected in the digital
domain (Section IV-C).

IV. BUILDING BLOCKS

A. Opamp

The use of a multibit front-end along with a residue gain of
2 allows a simple, efficient opamp design. Shown in Fig. 9, the
single-stage opamp is realized with a tail current of 4.8 mA so
as to settle in 400 ps while driving the MDAC capacitors and
the input of the second stage, a total equivalent capacitance of
250 fF. With 80 m/90 nm and
96 m/200 nm, the circuit provides an open-loop gain of 20 dB
and a single-ended output swing of 150 mV . In order to min-
imize timing and bandwidth mismatches, the MDAC and the
sub-ADC incorporate identical input sampling topologies [4],
[8].
Fig. 10 plots the simulated MDAC output spectrum at a

sampling rate of 1 GHz and with a sinusoidal input at 490
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Fig. 9. Opamp circuit.

Fig. 10. Simulated MDAC output spectrum.

MHz. It is observed that the aliased third harmonic is about
54 dB below the fundamental for a differential output swing
of 2 150 mVpp. Since only 7 b must be hereafter resolved,
the circuit exhibits sufficient linearity. The opamps in stages
2 and 3 draw 2.4 and 1.2 mA, respectively, and those in
stages 4–8, 800 A each.
Despite a resolution of 4 bits preceding the MDAC, the low

open-loop gain of the opamp does make the closed-loop gain
somewhat sensitive to the temperature. However, the constant-
overdrive biasing technique in [13] can be applied to partially
cancel the gain variation. Circuit simulations implementing this
biasing in the opamp indicate that the SNDR of the overall
ADC degrades by 2.8 dB if the temperature rises from 0 C to
75 C and the calibration coefficients for 27 C are used. The
proposed ADC therefore requires recalibration if a large tem-
perature change occurs.

B. Programmable-Gain MDAC

Due to the low opamp gain, the MDAC exhibits a gain error
as high as 10%. As explained in Section III-C, the ability to
compute for each stage enables us to perform some gain cor-
rection in the analog domain. Illustrated in Fig. 11, the idea is to
choose the MDAC feedback capacitor, , for a nominal gain
greater than 2 (about 2.2) and adjust the gain toward a value of
2 by means of the 3-b array , and . (In stages 3–8, a 2-b
array is used.) In the first stage, 120 fF and 7.5 fF.

Fig. 11. Programmable feedback capacitors in MDACs.

Since layout parasitics considerably alter and the unit ca-
pacitor , their actual values are chosen after layout extraction.
Note that the remaining stages in the pipeline provide enough
redundancy to accommodate a residue gain of slightly greater
than 2. Thus, a resolution of 3 b for the gain setting of the first
MDAC is adequate. For most of the prototype chips that have
been tested, only switch needs to be turned on to provide a
gain of about 2.05. For the back-end stages, either or is
turned on. Of course, the residual gain error is still excessively
large for 10-b performance and must be calibrated as explained
in Section III.

C. Digital Back End

The experimental prototype reported in this paper does not
include the digital back-end. However, detailed design and syn-
thesis of the logic have been carried out to estimate its com-
plexity and power consumption. We remark that the digital back
end must perform two distinct functions: 1) computation of var-
ious coefficients ( ’s and ’s) during foreground calibration
and 2) correction of the digital output of the ADC. The former
is frozen after the calibration is finished, drawing negligible
power, whereas the latter appears in the high-speed path and
must be optimized for minimal consumption.
Let us begin with the first stage of the pipeline. As explained

in Section III, the values of and in (4) and (5) are com-
puted according to the techniques illustrated in Figs. 6 and 4,
respectively. This computation proceeds as follows. First, the
two residues (at point ) and
(at point ) in Fig. 4(b) are digitized, stored, and subtracted,
yielding . This is repeated for
to 15 and, by swapping and as in Fig. 6, for
as well. Next, the summations

, etc., are generated, thus forming to , re-
spectively. The value of is obtained in a similar manner. These
operations require approximately 5000 gates, but this logic re-
mains frozen after the foreground calibration is finished. The
resulting values are stored in a look-up table, which, as ex-
plained below, does appear in the high-speed path.
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Fig. 12. Conceptual illustration of digital correction at the ADC output.

Fig. 13. Back-end correction logic.

We must now decide how these values can be utilized to cor-
rect the digital output. Since , we have

and hence in the digital domain

(18)

Here, denotes the overall corrected digital output corre-
sponding to , and the digitized residue produced by
stages 2 to 9. The digital back end performing (18) thus emerges
as shown in Fig. 12. We make the following observations.
1) Each sub-ADC output code must invoke a certain ; thus,
the look-up table is driven by the sub-ADC.

2) According to (18) and must be summed and
scaled down by a factor of , requiring both a high-speed
multiplier and a divider. The divider is avoided by ap-
plying the Newton-Raphson [14] method to generate
(Appendix A). The necessary for 1.5-b stages in (13)
is generated in a similar manner.

Wemust now determine how in Fig. 12 is produced. The
high-speed back-end correction logic is illustrated in Fig. 13.
Note that represents the residue of the first MDAC as dig-
itized by Stage 2, etc. Similarly, denotes the gain of the

residue in Stage 2, etc. The objective is to digitize the first
MDAC residue and generate

(19)

As explained in Section III and above, the values of and
their cross products are computed during foreground calibration
and stored in registers. Fortunately, since 1.5-b stages generate
only 1, 0, or 1, the multiplication operations in (19) can be
replaced with multiplexing. However, one multiplier is still nec-
essary for and , and another one for the last
multiplication by in Fig. 12.
In summary, the digital logic consists of: 1) the low-speed

calibration logic, comprising about 5000 gates and 2) the high-
speed correction logic, containing an LUT of size 15 16 bits
and about 12 000 gates.
Operating at 1 GHz, the correction logic can potentially draw

substantial power. This logic was synthesized in 65-nm CMOS
technology with various degrees of parallelism and voltage
scaling to explore the tradeoff between complexity and power
dissipation. Illustrated in Fig. 14 are the results of this effort
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Fig. 14. Power–area tradeoff of digital combiner.

Fig. 15. Chip micrograph.

for a conservative clock frequency of 1.7 GHz. Plotted here
is the power consumed by the logic as the number of parallel
branches goes from 1 to 16. It is observed that the power varies
from 9 mW with no parallelism to about 1.2 mW with 16 par-
allel branches.4

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The prototype ADC has been fabricated in digital 65-nm
CMOS technology. The die is shown in Fig. 15 and has an
active area of 750 m 300 m. Operating from a 1.2-V
supply, the ADC has been tested with the chip directly mounted
on a printed circuit board.
The references are provided externally for greater test flexi-

bility. In such a case, we have two options.
1) Add a large on-chip capacitance between and
so as to absorb the transient currents drawn by the capac-
itors in the pipeline. This approach minimizes reference
disturbance if the bypass capacitance is several orders of
magnitude greater than the sum of the ADC capacitors that
switch onto the reference on each clock edge. If not suffi-
ciently large, the bypass capacitance leads to a long settling
time, degrading the ADC’s dynamic performance.

4The power consumption is determined from the digital tools.

Fig. 16. Block diagram of the test setup.

Fig. 17. Measured DNL for 11-b resolution at of 1 GHz.

2) Add no on-chip capacitance and let the reference lines
remain completely agile. In this case, the references ex-
perience considerable ringing but settle fast. Simulations
suggest that the latter approach creates a smaller dynamic
error in this design and is therefore the preferable choice.
The ringing is in fact partially damped by virtue of the two
on-chip resistor ladders used in the first and subsequent
stages, which introduce a net resistance of 100 between

and .
Fig. 16 shows theADC test setup. The analog sinusoidal input

is derived from an RF signal generator, a balun, and a discrete
passive filter to remove its harmonics. The clock is also obtained
from an RF generator and converted to non-overlapping phases
on the chip. The ADC output is downsampled by a factor of 16
and applied to an FPGA, which contains both the calibration and
correction logic and adjusts the residue gain of the stages in the
pipeline through an on-chip serial bus (Fig. 11).
Figs. 17 and 18 plot the measured differential nonlinearity

(DNL) and integral nonlinearity (INL), respectively, with no
correction, with only gain error correction, and with both gain
error and capacitor mismatch correction. As mentioned in
Section II, the prototype in fact provides a resolution of 11
b. For 10-b performance, the peak DNL and INL values in
Figs. 17 and 18 should be divided by two, yielding values of
0.25 and 1 LSB, respectively.
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Fig. 18. Measured INL for 11-b resolution at of 1 GHz.

Fig. 19. Pipelined ADC output spectrum for GHz (downsampled by a
factor of 16), 1.2 V and 490 MHz.

Fig. 20. Measured SNDR versus input frequency with calibration at
1 GHz.

Fig. 19 shows the measured output spectrum for a
490-MHz full-scale analog input sampled at 1 GHz. (Due
to downsampling, the fundamental appears at 10 MHz.) The
signal-to-(noise distortion) ratio (SNDR) is equal to 52.4 dB.
Fig. 20 plots the measured SNDR as a function of the analog

input frequency at a sampling rate of 1 GHz. (According to sim-

Fig. 21. Measured SNDR versus temperature with calibration performed at
27 C. Black curves: settings are frozen; gray curves: MDAC feedback capac-
itors are adjusted below 10 C and above 50 C.

TABLE I
PERFORMANCE SUMMARY

ulations, the and opamp noise limit the SNDR at low
input frequencies to 59 dB.)5

Fig. 21 shows the measured SNDR of the prototype as a func-
tion of temperature while calibration is performed at 27 C. Two
cases are investigated: 1) the circuit’s and the calibration set-
tings remain frozen and 2) the programmable feedback capac-
itor is incremented by one unit as the temperature exceeds 50 C
and decremented by one unit as the temperature falls below
10 C. The latter case improves the performance and is feasible
if the system-on-chip employs a temperature sensor, which is a
fairly common situation in today’s designs.
Table I summarizes the measured performance of the experi-

mental prototype. It is important to note that the clock network

5For a supply variation from 1.2 to 1.4 V, the measured SNDR changes from
56.5 to 56.6 dB at 21 MHz and from 52.4 to 52.5 dB at 491 MHz.
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Fig. 22. FOM comparison (reference generation power consumption has been
excluded for Mulder, 2011).

(the nonoverlap generator along with the buffers) is designed
conservatively and consumes about 43% of the overall power.
It is expected that a less conservative design can halve the clock
network dissipation.
Fig. 22 compares the figure-of-merit (FOM) of various

ADCs having comparable resolution and sampling rates [4],
[15]–[26] with the current work. The ADC prototype reported
here achieves an FOM of 97 fJ/conversion and hence about a
factor of 2 improvement over the 40-nm design in [23].

VI. CONCLUSION

The performance of pipelined ADCs can be substantially im-
proved by resolving a larger number of bits in the first stage,
but maintaining a low MDAC gain. Such a strategy relaxes the
MDAC linearity, gain error, and voltage swing requirements,
allowing the use of one-stage opamps. However, the mismatch
among the first stage DAC capacitors as well as the MDAC
gain error must be removed. This paper proposes a calibration
algorithm for these errors and demonstrates its promise by a
10-bit 1-GHz ADC that advances the state-of-the-art FOM by
about a factor of 2.

APPENDIX

The Newton–Raphson method can obviate the need for divi-
sion in the digital domain. To compute , we define a function

and iteratively seek that value of which drives
toward zero. The iteration begins with an initial guess

and proceeds according to the following update expression [14]:

(20)

Since the initial guess for in this case is relatively close
to the actual value, the technique converges easily.
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